Warning: To Owners of Projection Televisions

Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture-tube damage or mark the phosphor of the cathode ray tube. Avoid repeated or extended use of video games on large-screen projection televisions.

Epilepsy warning

Please read before using this game or allowing your children to use it. Some people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or light patterns in everyday life. Such people may have a seizure while watching television images or playing certain video games. This may happen even if the person has no medical history of epilepsy or has never had an epileptic seizure. If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy (seizures or loss of consciousness) when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to playing. We mark the phosphor of the cathode ray tube. Avoid repeated or extended use of video games on large-screen projection televisions.

Precautions During Use

Do not stand too close to the screen. Sit a good distance away from the screen, as far away as the length of the cable allows.

• Preferably play the game on a small screen.

Avoid playing if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing is well lit.

• Avoid playing if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Preferably play the game on a small screen.

• Rest for at least 10 to 15 minutes per hour while playing a video game.

• Stand at a good distance from the screen, as far away as the length of the cable allows.

• If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy (seizures or loss of consciousness) when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to playing.
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System requirements

Minimal PC Requirements
- OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista
- CPU: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz or faster
- GPU: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT or ATI Radeon 4850 with Shader Model 3 and 512 MB VRAM or faster
- RAM: 2 GB
- HDD: 17 GB free space
- DVD: Dual Layer compatible
- DirectX®: 9.0c

Recommended PC Requirements
- OS: Windows Vista or Windows 7
- CPU: Intel Core i5 or AMD Athlon Phenom X4 or faster
- GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 or ATI Radeon HD 5770 with Shader Model 3 and 896 MB VRAM or faster
- RAM: 4 GB
- HDD: 17 GB free space
- DVD: Dual Layer compatible
- DirectX®: 9.0c

Autorun
When you place the Take On Helicopters installation DVD number 1 in your PC's disk tray and close it, the Autorun application should start. If it does not, you can find it on your DVD drive's root folder (Autorun.exe). The Autorun menu gives you several options, such as viewing the readme file, visiting the Bohemia Interactive Studio website and of course installing the game.
http://takeonthehegame.com

Setup
To install the game, please follow the instructions provided in the setup process.

Welcome to Take On Helicopters!

Take On Helicopters

The light helicopter is fast and agile. This bird can easily transport people or small cargo on sling load. She can also carry a searchlight or Forward-Looking InfraRed (FLIR) system. This copter is largely used in all kinds of "small jobs". The helicopter typically seats four to five people; a pilot and copilot in the front and either two or three passengers in the back. A very reliable and powerful machine to have in your hangar.

- Empty weight: 722kg
- Usable fuel capacity: 183kg (242l)
- Endurance: 110min
- Maximum external load: 900kg
- Design gross weight (max. fuel and passengers): 1406kg
- Maximum weight (with external load): 1701kg

Performance with design weight (1406kg):
- Maximum cruise speed: 248kmh (at sea level)
- Maximum rate of climb: 10.9ms

The medium helicopter is the weakest bird in our line-up. Despite the lack of power she has a lot of potential. With its four-blade composite main rotor system, this is a proven multi-role helicopter capable of many emergency rescue and law enforcement roles. It replaces an older, but similar model which featured only two rotor blades. Having two engines also allows the aircraft to land even after a full single engine malfunction. It has a large cabin which can cater for cargo or up to thirteen passengers. The tough construction and bulkheads provide protection to those inside in case of roll-over. Searchlight, FLIR and winch systems are possible extensions.

- Empty weight: 3100kg
- Usable fuel capacity: 1000kg (1251l)
- Endurance: 222min
- Maximum external load: 2041kg
- Design gross weight (max. fuel and passengers): 4763kg
- Maximum weight (with external load): 5398kg

Performance with design weight (4763kg):
- Maximum cruise speed: 232kmh (at sea level)
- Maximum rate of climb: 6.86ms
The biggest bird is the heavy helicopter. The modern twin-engine helicopter has enough interior space to transport large payloads or fully loaded squads of military personnel. Furthermore, it has enough horsepower to be able to lift heavy external loads, including small vehicles.

- Empty weight: 6400kg
- Usable fuel capacity: 2000kg (2500l)
- Endurance: 300min
- Maximum external load: 4000kg
- Design gross weight (max. fuel and passengers): 11000kg

Performance with design weight (10000kg):
- Maximum cruise speed: 300kmh (at sea level)
- Maximum rate of climb: 11.2ms

Environments

Seattle
The Seattle terrain offers a variety of urban and natural points of interest. The commercial Downtown district of Seattle - with its numerous tall buildings and landmarks - gives way into more industrial and residential areas along Puget Sound. Several bridges span across this complex body of coastal water and its system of interconnected natural and man-made waterways and basins. Denser vegetation is found outside of the more populated urban areas with numerous air, rail and marine transport hubs providing state, national, and international communication links.

South Asia
The South Asia terrain creates a mix of wild, open spaces cut with deep valleys, tall mountain ranges and dense green zones. Numerous urban settlements - of varying degrees of size and development - are dotted around the landscape.

Story

Tag line
“Together, the Larks must take on contracts and competitors; together, they take on helicopters!”

Harry Larkin was a well known name in the Seattle aviation sector; his passing came as a bitter loss to many, and a business opportunity for a few. Harry left behind the business he spent his whole life building, and his two sons, Joe and Tom.
Built up over decades, Larkin Aviation has fallen on tough times - now only weeks away from closure. The Larkin brothers face an uncertain future. Together, they must take on contracts and competitors; together, they take on helicopters!

Larkin Aviation
Joe Larkin
Harry Larkin’s eldest son, Joe is passionate about his family’s business - desperate for it to succeed despite the difficult circumstances. An experienced pilot - serving two tours of duty in the armed forces - Joe’s an enthusiastic guy, a person who tries to find the best in any given situation. Joe is a man under a lot of pressure.
Brian Frost

Frost is an ex-British Armed Forces paratrooper and security contractor with a wealth of combat experience. Well-trained, self-confident and authoritative, Frost’s experiences have made him the man he is today.

Currently working a Head of Operations for ION, Inc - a subsidiary of Vrana Corp - Frost is used in various roles, from training exercises to corporate security activities.

Tom Larkin

Taking a different path in life than his brother, Tom Larkin moved away to college at the first opportunity. Although inexperienced with helicopters, Tom always remained proud of and dedicated to his family.

The unexpected death of his father came as a real blow. Taking a break from his studies to spend time supporting his family, Tom has the chance to learn a lot more about his father and a business that he knows next to nothing about.

William R. J. Haydon

William Haydon is successful and powerful businessman with a keen admiration of Larkin Aviation, and their well-positioned heliport, Highland Park.

Well-spoken and highly educated, Mr. Haydon is a confident and successful executive with connections and an eye for business opportunities.

Extract - The Brothers Larkin

Crunching through fourth gear, Joe Larkin navigated the ‘94 Ranger towards Highland Park Heliport. The radio babbled above the hum of the engine and the drum of the rain upon the thin roof.

“... and finally, the battle surrounding the Xiamjin cargo spill rumbled on today. Fierce exchanges took place between police and activists, amid a series of meetings between Vrana Corp representatives and state officials, seeking to quickly resolve the ongoing disaster.”

Joe sat quietly in the passenger seat beside his brother, idly toying with the electric window, picking at the cheap plastic switch. A heavy sky cast dull light across the Delridge suburbs, staring sullenly back through the glass.

“... with the spill of hazardous material containers showing no sign of improvement, local groups have called upon the international conglomerate to do more to prevent damage to both small businesses and wildlife in the area. I’m Don Kinsey, those were the headlines on the hour.”

Joe, reaching across to dim the incessant chatter, cast a thoughtful glance across his silent brother.

“You’re awful quiet, Tom...”

The car rumbled inexorably along the road; grit kicked up occasionally, punctuating the silence.

“Hey, Tommy... c’mon, bro’, we’re almost here.”
Joe was a young guy; he looked no older and no younger than thirty. He had a strong face that framed a quick smile. To look at him, you wouldn’t immediately tell that he was almost always in physical pain. “Look, man, you’ve got nothing to worry about. Seriously. Without you, we’d be dead already - dead in the water.”

Joe loosened his grip on the wheel, slowing the truck down as the brothers approached a junction. “I only ever wanted to fly - but that’s not what’s important right now. I’ve accepted that it’s not an option anymore.”

Joe steered the truck into the Heliport. To the right, standing by one of the looming hangers, a small group awaited their arrival. The rain began to ease off as Joe introduced Tom to the team. “Tom, this is Paul Kelly. He handles security for us; actually, he’s handled most of the goings-on here since dad...”

Kelly stepped forward with purpose, punctuating the sentence left hanging in the grey mid-afternoon air. “Nice to formally meet you, son. It’s ‘Kelly’ - call me ‘Kelly’!”

A stocky man in his late fifties, Kelly was an old hand. A long-retired police detective, he still had a sharp eye and a crushing cynicism, cut with a very humour. “I knew your father for years, son. He was a great man - and your brother here, too.”

Kelly shook Tom by the hand, a firm kind of handshake. Kelly knew as well as anybody else that times were tough at Larkin Aviation. “I’ve accepted that it’s not an option anymore.”

“Yeah, you’re right Joe - I know you’re right - we just need make it through this and we’re set.”

Kelly and Craymer. “Thanks, guys. Let’s see what we can do.”

“Uh, thanks, guys... it’s... it’s good to finally be here. You’re right - we have a lot of work to do.”

“A quick smile flashed across Joe’s face. Cramer had it right, now his brother was here, things could start moving forward. “First things first - we need to bring you up to speed. Tom, I’ve arranged for an instructor to come and brush up your skills. Dad must have worked with this guy for decades - I just have to make the call, or... we can get straight down to business.”

Above the group, a fresh line of heavy-set clouds were rolling in from the west, occluding the weak beams of sunlight. Zipping up his jacket, Tom smiled at his brother, and looked across at the grey mid-afternoon air. “I didn’t expect it to be so cloudy.”

“A spiky way about him, as if he was always freshly tweaked from a strong coffee.”

“A quick smile flashed across Joe’s face. Cramer had it right, now his brother was here, things could start moving forward. “First things first - we need to bring you up to speed. Tom, I’ve arranged for an instructor to come and brush up your skills. Dad must have worked with this guy for decades - I just have to make the call, or... we can get straight down to business.”

Above the group, a fresh line of heavy-set clouds were rolling in from the west, occluding the weak beams of sunlight. Zipping up his jacket, Tom smiled at his brother, and looked across at Kelly and Craymer. “Thanks, guys. Let’s see what we can do.”
Types of main rotor system
• Fully articulated: all blades can move independently (flap, feather and lead / lag)
• Semi-rigid: only flap and feather
• Rigid: only feather

Torque and Anti-torque
Torque is the rotational movement caused by the main rotor in powered flight. Anti-torque counteracts this and is used for heading control. It is controlled by the pilot’s pedals and used to rotate in a hover, and compensate for torque changes. Failure of this system usually causes a spin.

Anti-torque Systems
• Tail rotor: the most common solution, using a smaller vertical rotor system on the tail boom
• Airflow: a new system uses a fan inside the tail boom and thrusts it for quieter and safer operation
• Tandem: two or more horizontal rotors turning in opposite directions
• Coaxial: two rotors mounted above one another in the same axis
• Tilt-rotor: two or more rotors mounted on rotating shafts on the tips of fixed wings (helicopter / airplane hybrid)

Basic helicopters consist of a single main rotor and tail rotor, both powered by a powerplant. Suspended under the main rotor is a hull with a cockpit and cabin, which itself sits upon a landing gear system. The helicopter can use skids, wheels or floats for landing, and these systems usually have dampers to absorb shocks. Various vertical and horizontal stabilizers provide directional stability during flight.

Rotor Systems
The main rotor system provides the helicopter horizontal and vertical lift, enabling it to move in all directions. The blades can move in three distinct ways: flap (up and down), feather (rotation around span-wise axis / pitch angle), and lead / lag (back and forth in the plane of rotation).
Cyclic Pitch Control
The cyclic pitch control is found in front of the pilot and it tilts the main rotor disk. It is the primary control for steering, for banking and pitching the nose up and down to control airspeed.

Collective pitch control
On the left side of the pilot you will find the collective pitch control. It changes the pitch angle of all main rotor blades collectively and thus causes lift. This is the primary way to control ascent and descent. Since altering collective pitch causes a change in the load on the engine, effectively changing the RPM, the engine automatically adjusts to correct and keep a constant RPM via the governor.

Anti-torque pedals
The pedals at your feet control the tail rotor pitch and thus thrust of the tail rotor blades (or alternate antitorque system). While its primary use is to counteract torque, it’s also employed to help turn left and right, particularly in a hover.

Throttle
The twist grip (found on the end of the collective), can influence the engine RPM by controlling the flow of fuel. In many helicopters the throttle is not normally adjusted during flight, but used during starting and shutting down the engines.

Batteries
Many advanced avionics and other electrical accessories require power, however in case of emergencies all helicopters can still be flown without it. Starting the engine uses power from the batteries, but once it’s up and running they are charged by a generator. Limited operation of electrical systems such as radios and lights is possible without a running engine.

Flight Instruments
Pitot-Static Instruments
The primary way of measuring a helicopter’s speed is by using the flow of air through special sensors. Pitot tubes (usually at the front) measure air impacting them, while static ports read ambient air pressure. It is important to check these for blockage regularly, or faulty readings may occur.

Airspeed Indicator
By comparing the difference between the ram air pressure from the pitot tube with static air pressure, the airspeed is calculated. This results in the Indicated Air Speed (IAS) being displayed in the cockpit.

Altimeter
By detecting changes in ambient air pressure while passing through the atmosphere, the barometric altimeter is able to provide altitude above mean sea level or MSL. Some helicopters come equipped with a radar altimeter, which determines actual above ground level or AGL.

Vertical Speed Indicator
Your Vertical Speed Indicator (VSI) shows the rate of climb or descent by measuring how fast the ambient air pressure changes. It is important to keep an eye on this instrument while hovering or landing, to ensure that you are not moving vertically at too great a rate, which may induce settling with power or vortex ring state.

Gyroscopic Instruments
Various gyroscopic instruments are usually installed in helicopters. Attitude indicators serve as artificial horizons and allow the pilot to see the orientation of his aircraft as compared to the horizon (its pitch and bank attitude), even in low-visibility conditions.

Heading indicators show the actual compass direction and allow navigation on a level more accurate than traditional magnetic compasses. The latter are still installed in many helicopters however.

RPMs, torque and temperature
Always be aware of your RPMs and torque indicators. Both have a yellow warning range and red range. Low RPMs mean you simply don’t generate enough lift for flight, whereas high torque can damage your transmission.

During engine start-up procedures, be aware of your temperatures, which can damage your engine if they rise too high. Let your helicopter cool down before attempting consecutive starts and be mindful of peaks while going to idle and full throttle. A hot start can ruin your helicopter as a machine, and your career as a pilot.

Flight Principles
Aerodynamic Forces
1) Weight: opposing lift and caused by gravity
2) Drag: caused by movement of an object through air
3) Thrust: propelling the helicopter through the air
4) Lift: upward force created by airflow around the wings (in helicopters the blades, in airplanes the wings)
5) Torque: caused by the rotational effect of the main rotor
6) Drift: caused by the air-torque tail rotor

Weights:
- Opposing lift and caused by gravity
- Propelling the helicopter through the air

Flight on helicopter in forward flight:
1) Weight: opposing lift and caused by gravity
2) Drag: caused by movement of an object through air
3) Thrust: propelling the helicopter through the air
4) Lift: upward force created by airflow around the wings (in helicopters the blades, in airplanes the wings)
5) Torque: caused by the rotational effect of the main rotor
6) Drift: caused by the air-torque tail rotor

Batteries
Many advanced avionics and other electrical accessories require power, however in case of emergencies all helicopters can still be flown without it. Starting the engine uses power from the batteries, but once it’s up and running they are charged by a generator. Limited operation of electrical systems such as radios and lights is possible without a running engine.
Hovering
This is achieved by ensuring that enough lift and thrust are generated to equal weight and drag. The helicopter maintains the same position over a fixed position, usually not too high. The main rotor lift can be changed to move up or down, and the tail rotor is used to rotate.

Ground Effect: you can be Out of Ground Effect (OGE) or In Ground Effect (IGE). IGE occurs when hovering near the ground and is caused by airflow through the rotor disc as it’s reduced by hitting the surface. The aircraft has more lift at the same blade angle. The effect is strongest in no-wind conditions and over firm, smooth surfaces. OGE occurs when hovering at least a full rotor blade length or more above the ground. The effect is a need for the pilot to increase the collective to maintain a steady hover. This reduces the amount of actual power the pilot has available and thus at certain higher altitudes OGE may not be possible.

Ascending and Descending
In order to ascend, you need more lift and thrust. This is achieved by increasing the angle of attack of the main rotor blades. Pilots use their collective control to do this.

The pilot should slow their airspeed before increasing collective to get the most effective rate of climb. High rate of speed with high collective (power) will place undue stress on the aircraft, reducing component lifespan.

Flight
- Forward: achieved by moving some of the vertical thrust forward. This is done by pilots using the cyclic control in their cockpit. If lift exceeds weight, the helicopter climbs; if lift is less than weight, it descends. If thrust is more than drag, the helicopter accelerates; if thrust is less than drag, it slows down.
- Sideways: the cyclic is used to vector thrust forward, the same can be done by vectoring to either side and cause lateral movement.
- Rearward: moving the cyclic back causes the helicopter to start moving backwards.
- Turning: using the cyclic one can bank the helicopter left and right and initiate a turn in forward flight.

Helicopter Uses
Aerial Crane
Helicopters can be used to carry external loads, connected by long cables, to and from areas that other means of transport have difficulty getting to. Examples of such ‘sling load’ operations are placing heavy transmission towers, carrying trees during logging and even transporting ground vehicles.

Air Ambulance
MEDEVAC helicopters are employed when traditional ambulances cannot quickly get to the scene of trauma, or cannot reach it at all. In other cases, aerial transport is simply the safest and quickest way of transporting patients between medical facilities.

Law Enforcement
Many police departments and other law enforcement agencies use helicopters in a variety of roles. They provide air support when tracking suspects, and are equipped with specialized cameras and search lights.

Military
A lot of different types of helicopters are used by military forces all around the globe. Some are dedicated to troop and material transport, whereas others are specialized attack helicopters with advanced weapons systems.

Other Applications
Other uses of helicopters include, but are not limited to:
- Aerial photography
- Motion picture filming
- News gathering and reporting (ENG - Electronic News Gathering)
- Search and Rescue
- Tourism and recreation
- Transport

Another application of helicopters is getting tactical police officers to a scene rapidly, by deploying them from ropes suspended from the cabin: fast-roping.
Safety Warnings

Pre-flight checks

As the Pilot In Command (PIC) you are ultimately responsible for safety during operation. Conduct regular and thorough inspections of the helicopters (both interior and exterior). Don’t like what you find? Consult with your mechanic.

1. Ensure instruments, sensors and controls are not obstructed.
2. Check for leaks in hydraulics, fuel and oil systems.
3. See if there are any objects under the belly, or in compartments.
4. Make sure you have enough fuel in your helicopter.
5. Look to see moving parts are not too loose, by seeing if drawn ‘torque stripes’ have been interrupted.
6. Investigate visual damage, such as dings, nicks, scratches and corrosion.
7. Try to move with collective and cyclic controls.

Engine Hot Start

Make sure that engine temperatures are less than 200 degrees Celsius before the first fuel is introduced during the startup procedure. Next, before you engage full throttle, be sure that engine temperatures do not exceed 450 degrees. Carefully monitor the temperature gauges and warning lights. If the temperature rises above limits drawn on the gauges or a warning light glows, immediately close the throttles and wait until the engine cools down. A starter spinning the engine without fuel can help cooling at a faster rate, but not for long. The starter can run for only one minute until it will be damaged too.

Rotorblade Collision

It can be very difficult to judge the distance between rotor blade tips and obstructions. Pay extra attention near hangars and other objects in the environment. In some types of helicopter, you can’t see the tail rotor from the cabin, so allow for more than enough clearance. A loss of main rotor results in critical failure. Losing a tail rotor usually means you’ll enter a spin. This situation can be recovered from by executing an immediate emergency procedure (autorotation).

Downwash

The thrust of the main rotor can blow sand, dust, water and more at a high velocity and cause injury or damage. Shield your eyes from downwash, and be wary of nearby people and objects. For the pilot, kicked up dust can cause a ‘brown-out’, meaning your visibility is severely hampered.

Boarding

In most cases, passengers should only board or be allowed to depart when the rotors are not spinning. They should approach and leave in a crouching manner and do so from the side or the front, in view of the pilot. Never approach or depart the helicopter towards the tail rotor.

Flying

Up in the air, never become complacent. Never get too relaxed, comfortable, or develop a ‘it won’t happen to me’-type attitude. Everything you do as a pilot must be assessed for the level of risk involved with a certain task or mission. Whenever in flight, have a landing site chosen, just in case you have to perform an emergency landing.

Overspeed

Rotating blades of the main rotor can become unstable and stall. The phenomena is called “retreating blade stall”. Basically it happens when a helicopter’s horizontal speed is too high. To recover, reduce collective first, than pitch the nose up to reduce airspeed.

Weight

Make sure the aircraft does not exceed the maximum gross weight, which can cause structural deformations and affect handling. First off, there is the basic empty weight, which is the airframe itself. Then, there is the useful load, which contains the flight crew, fuel and payload. The payload is any passenger, cargo and baggage. The sum of basic empty weight and useful load is the gross weight.

Weather

Always respect the weather. Too many people are killed each year from poor pre-flight planning. Pilots encounter bad weather and end up crashing into the ground due to the loss of visual references. Wind can affect your ability to control the aircraft, especially in situations where you need to keep a stable hover.

1) Pitots
2) Static Ports
3) Landing Gear
4) Main Rotor
5) Fuel Tank
6) Fin and Stabilisers
7) Tail Rotor

Engine Hot Start
## How to Get Flying

Let's take on a 'Free Flight' run. In the main menu of the game click on **Singleplayer** and then **Free Flight**. You will see a table full of different helicopters but let's focus on the simplest one for now. Select the light helicopter, as it's the smallest and easiest to fly. Select **FLY!** and you'll immediately start in the air at a random location.

### How to Control the Helicopter

Note: the following description explains how to operate the controls via a keyboard and mouse and using the default settings.

You will find yourself in a helicopter (sitting on the left side in the light helicopter). The aircraft will already be gaining some altitude.

Press 'W' on your keyboard to slightly pitch your nose down. The helicopter will gain speed and lose height, so press 'Q' a couple of times so that the collective is somewhere near 75% of the bar (there's a small indicator line there). In a few moments you find yourself in a forward flight. If your helicopter starts to lose too much altitude, press 'S' to raise the nose and stabilize it into a nice smooth forward flight. Don't press and hold the buttons, just press and release.

Helicopters work in a peculiar way. By gaining and lowering collective (‘Q’ / ‘Z’), you can gain height or lose height, but during flight, there is an easier way of gaining and losing altitude. If your speed is somewhere near 200 kmh or 140 mph you're doing well and you can just simply tap the 'S' key to raise your nose and gain some height. That was easy right?

Now how to perform a turn? Press 'A' or 'D' on your keyboard to bank your helicopter. The bird starts to do a big turn. If you want to sharpen it a bit press and hold the 'S' button. If you want to do a more advanced turn, once again slightly bank your helicopter right (for example) by using the 'D' key, and press and hold 'C' on your keyboard. This will add right pedal and it will smooth your turn. You should get a similar feeling as when drifting in a car. If your helicopter loses some speed (lower your nose (‘W’) a bit) to get it back up.

Watch for high speeds. When the helicopter's horizontal speed is too high, the rotating blades of main rotor can become unstable and the helicopter will stall.

### How to Land the Helicopter

Now that you are flying around between the skyscrapers, it's time to try and land. Don't worry though, it's easy with auto-hover and you will be on the ground in no time. Find a spot by looking around (press Alt on your keyboard and use your mouse to look around. Releasing Alt will get your default view back). Get close to the spot and turn on auto-hover like we did before by scrolling the mouse and pressing the left mouse button. When the helicopter stops in the air to hover, you will notice that you're a little high for landing.

Lower the collective (‘Z’) so that the arrow is below zero so you're descending, but don't descend too fast. Keep an eye on your altitude meter and your collective. Collective should be just below the middle. Once in a nice slow descent you're probably close to the ground and you see a tree obstructing your landing maneuver. In auto hover you can simply press and hold any of the ‘W A S D’ buttons to position your helicopter where you want it to go. Press 'Z' to lower the collective some more.
Notice that the helicopter will stop above ground even when you were descending before. This is caused by the ‘Ground Effect’. Lower the collective more and more to safely land on the ground. If you raise collective again to ~75%, you can fly off again. Otherwise scroll the middle button and select to turn off the engines. The engines will stop and you can get out (using another action) because we’re done there! Stop and you can get out (using another action) because we’re done here, pilot!

Quick Reference
- ‘Y’ / ‘Z’ - Collective (Raise / Lower)
- ‘W’ / ‘A’ / ‘S’ / ‘D’ - Pitch
- ‘Q’ / ‘Z’ - Collective (Raise / Lower)
- ‘X’ / ‘C’ - Yaw
- Mouse scroll wheel - Action Menu
- ‘Enter’ - Third person camera
- ‘Alt’ - Freelook

Default actions:
- Freelook:
- Walk / Run:
- Aim your weapon using the mouse. Press the left mouse button to fire selected weapon.
- Precise object interaction
- Use the Gear-action to display all your gear and pick up new items if you’re near a weapon crate or in a vehicle.
- Chatlog
- Hold the right mouse button to zoom your view temporarily and hold you breath to stabilize your aim.
- Note:
- Use the Gear-action to display all your gear and pick up new items if you are near a weapon crate or in a vehicle.

object interaction
In many situations you are able to interact with objects around you (e.g. parts of a helicopter). To see available actions around you, use freelook mode. This will show precise positions on objects where actions are available, such as on switches in a cockpit.

To get into the freelook mode press and hold the ‘Alt’ button. If you want to toggle the freelook press ‘Alt’ two times.

There are two primary methods:
- Default actions: context-sensitive and highlighted by pointing the cursor at them.
- Action menu: selected from a list when multiple actions are available

Precise object interaction
You will need this to perform a manual startup sequence for example. If you’re sitting in a helicopter press Alt and move mouse to enter freelook. In freelook you see all available actions you have: lights, starter etc. Pressing Left mouse button will do the selection. If you’re sitting in a cockpit.

Using Weapons
- Aim your weapon using the mouse. Press the left mouse button to fire selected weapon.
- Press ‘F’ to change your weapon mode - for example, toggling a rifle between single and automatic fire or selecting different types of hand grenades.
- Press ‘R’ or use the action menu to reload your weapon.
- Rotate the mouse wheel to use the action menu to switch to your secondary weapon (if you have one).
- Click the right mouse button to toggle between looking down the sights of your weapon.

Map
Press ‘M’ to show the map. It helps you to find your position relative to your tasks and waypoints. It often contains additional info. The map also contains navigation aids and actual time information.

The grid divides the map into squares of 100x100 meters, identified by a six-digit code. The first three digits describe the horizontal position of the square; the last three digits give the vertical position. If you zoom out, the area becomes divided into 10x10 kilometer squares.

On the map screen you will also find a quick menu allowing you to see your tasks and other information about the actual mission.

- Map – Hides the diary notes and shows only the map.
- Tasks – Shows a list of mission tasks. The option to activate any available task at any time by choosing the ‘Set as current task’ is present but it’s not required in the course of a Career. Tasks are often added during the course of a mission.
- Notes – The content of this section is often updated during gameplay. This section can show additional info about tasks in the mission.
- Chatlog – Displays the scenario’s history of communication, including conversation and radio chatter on all available channels.
Analogue Gauges

Speed
The speed gauge is the first one on the left. It shows the current ground speed forward or backward in km/h or mph according to your game settings. It can also show any limits required to complete an objective. These limits are marked as colored dashes on the edge of the gauge.

Warning!
The small number on the top may change its color. Yellow means helicopter flies beyond maximum recommended cruise speed, and red announces danger. When the helicopter’s horizontal speed is too high, the rotating blades of main rotor can become unstable and stall. The phenomena is called “retreating blade stall”. To recover from its effect, first reduce the collective, then pitch the nose up to reduce airspeed. Overspeed may also cause severe damage to different parts of the helicopter indicated by warning lights (see below).

Altitude
The second gauge from the left. The altitude gauge shows the radar altitude (AGL) of the helicopter in feet or meters according to the settings. The limits are shown similarly to the speed gauge.

Stability
The stability gauge is very complex and important. The left side with the needle shows actual vertical speed in m/s or feet per minute. When the needle goes above center you climb, below you descend. Too much vertical speed and your landing will become a disaster. The small number on the top of the gauge shows the numerical expression of the needle.

The colored line on the right side represents the collective pitch angle. Too much collective pitch might damage the helicopter because of main rotor torque stress - watch for a warning light next to this gauge (description below).

The white cross and moving dot in the center represents aircraft balance in top-down perspective. In speeds close to hover it shows deviation in horizontal speed. In forward flight it shows sideslip. The blue dot is visible when auto-hover automation is turned on.

Compass
The compass shows the actual heading of the helicopter. Waypoints in missions are shown as a dash on the edge of the gauge. The arrow represents the wind direction.

Status and warning lights

Horizont
The artificial horizon shows the actual pitch and bank of the helicopter relative to the horizon. The small number on the top of the gauge shows the actual amount of G-force load. Be careful pushing your attitude to the limits, because it might damage the helicopter or scare the people in the helicopter with you.

RPM
- If one or more engines have no RPM the indicator stays grey. RPM indicator turns yellow when RPM is only at 90%, red when at 20%. RPM should be at 100% when flying.

ENG
- Yellow light means the engine is damaged. If it turns red the engine is burnt-out and the helicopter will fly no more. Be aware of the startup warmup to prevent damaging the engine.

TRQ
- Yellow light means you passed safe torque limit and transmission is being damaged. If it glows red the damage runs at a fast pace and transmission will stop working soon. This happens when flying on full collective for example.

BATT
- Indicate the status of the batteries. If the batteries are at 30% the indicator turns yellow. This may cause damage to the electricity system. When it glows red, batteries are under 15% and the helicopter will not start.

FUEL
- Indicates the level of fuel in the tanks. Yellow indicator represents the fuel under 30%, red under 10%.

TEMP
- Yellow light means hot start warning. This situations often happens when you restart a helicopter while its engine is still hot. The starter can be used to cool down the engine before introducing fuel. Red light indicates engine overheat.

MROT
- Yellow light means damage to main rotor is above 60%. Red will glow if damage to main rotor is above 80%. Eventually the main rotor could be destroyed.

ATRQ
- Yellow light means damage to tail / antitorque rotor is above 60%. Red will glow if damage to rotor is above 80%. Eventually the rotor could be destroyed.

FUEL - Indicates the level of fuel in the tanks. Yellow indicator represents the fuel under 30%, red under 10%.
Hovering
Hovering is the act of keeping the helicopter steady over a reference point, at a constant altitude and fixed heading. This is a difficult maneuver, requiring constant concentration and coordination. Try to prevent over-controlling by only making small input corrections when you start detecting changes in attitude or altitude. When you detect forward movement, use aft cyclic to correct. Before coming to a halt remove the correction, so as not to start moving backwards. Your main visual focus should be a little distance away from the helicopter. Be aware of the point, but do not focus all your attention there. If you find yourself struggling with hovering, try using auto-pilot. As airspeed rises less anti-torque control will be necessary and undisturbed. Adjust the collective and apply more forward cyclic.

Hovering is a difficult maneuver, requiring constant concentration and coordination. Try to prevent over-controlling by only making small input corrections when you start detecting changes in attitude or altitude. When you detect forward movement, use aft cyclic to correct. Before coming to a halt remove the correction, so as not to start moving backwards. Your main visual focus should be a little distance away from the helicopter. Be aware of the point, but do not focus all your attention there. If you find yourself struggling with hovering, try using auto-pilot. As airspeed rises less anti-torque control will be necessary and undisturbed. Adjust the collective and apply more forward cyclic.

Takeoff from the Surface
Visually clear the area around the helicopter. Proceed by raising the collective smoothly until the helicopter is light on its landing gear. Prevent surface movement using the cyclic and pedals. As altitude is gained, use forward cyclic to begin moving forward. Once Effective Translational Lift is reached, the helicopter will begin to climb. Continue the movement by raising the collective. When you take off from a crowded area you will often need to turn. Use a low and constant rate of turning. Depending on the wind conditions it may not always be possible to turn right (depending on the rotation direction of the rotor system).

Landing Procedures
Approach to a Hover
Start the process by lowering the collective, which will decrease airspeed and start a descent. The nose will have a tendency to drop, so use aftwards cyclic to correct. Keep an eye on your heading and counter torque using the pedals. As you approach the ground, keep a keen eye on the ground speed at all your rate of descent should be really close to zero. As you approach the surface, increase collective to soften the landing. Eventually lower the collective to land safely on the ground.

Approach to the Surface
Coming from a hover, make sure the landing gear is level and there is no ground speed at all. Your rate of descent should be really close to zero. As you approach the surface, increase collective to soften the landing. Eventually lower the collective to land safely on the ground.

Slingload Operations
Picking up the Load
If possible, make the helicopter hover into the wind during the pick-up. Once hovering over the load, it will be attached and you can commence a slow vertical ascent. Continue this until the sling is light and the helicopter is positioned directly above the load.

Releasing the Load
If possible, try to approach into the wind. It is a good idea to approach at a steeper angle than normal, which helps with clearance – reducing the chance of potential collisions. Keep a careful eye on the load itself and its speed over the ground, so it does not overshoot the release point. After the copter has stabilized above the load, smoothly lower the collective. Instead make all control inputs gentle and smooth. It is usually not recommended to fly any faster than 50 kmh. Once any oscillations start to occur, reduce airspeed, but do not rapidly lower the collective. Instead make all control inputs gentle and smooth.

Takeoff
Once satisfied with a stable hover, takeoff fully with a focus on increasing altitude first. This will reduce the likelihood of collisions. At a safe altitude, start increasing airspeed slowly so you keep control over the load. In case of emergency, it is better to release the load than to lose the helicopter.

Hovering
Hovering is the act of keeping the helicopter steady over a reference point, at a constant altitude and fixed heading. This is a difficult maneuver, requiring constant concentration and coordination. Try to prevent over-controlling by only making small input corrections when you start detecting changes in attitude or altitude. When you detect forward movement, use aft cyclic to correct. Before coming to a halt remove the correction, so as not to start moving backwards. Your main visual focus should be a little distance away from the helicopter. Be aware of the point, but do not focus all your attention there. If you find yourself struggling with hovering, try using auto-pilot. As airspeed rises less anti-torque control will be necessary and undisturbed. Adjust the collective and apply more forward cyclic.

Advanced Controls
Hovering
Hovering is the act of keeping the helicopter steady over a reference point, at a constant altitude and fixed heading. This is a difficult maneuver, requiring constant concentration and coordination. Try to prevent over-controlling by only making small input corrections when you start detecting changes in attitude or altitude. When you detect forward movement, use aft cyclic to correct. Before coming to a halt remove the correction, so as not to start moving backwards. Your main visual focus should be a little distance away from the helicopter. Be aware of the point, but do not focus all your attention there. If you find yourself struggling with hovering, try using auto-pilot. As airspeed rises less anti-torque control will be necessary and undisturbed. Adjust the collective and apply more forward cyclic.
Autorotation Maneuver

What is Autorotation?

Autorotation is an important emergency procedure executed in case of, for example, the loss of an engine. It allows using the flow of air through the rotor system to rotate them at their normal speed. Another case where autorotation may save an aircraft is the loss of a tail rotor, because there is almost no torque produced during autorotation.

The most basic maneuver is a straight-in autorotation, which is from altitude without turns.

Gliding

It is recommended to perform autorotations into the wind. Quickly but smoothly fully lower the collective down completely, and keep control over your heading using the pedals. This will reduce both lift and drag and start the descent.

Use the cyclic to maintain a good altitude and angle for gliding. You’ll need enough forward airspeed to complete the maneuver. Should you need turns, try to use the cyclic only, as your pedals may cause a loss of airspeed.

Common Errors

- Not correcting the antitorque pedal input after the collective control is changed.
- Lowering the nose too quickly after power is reduced, and therefore entering a dive.
- Raising the collective too soon before touchdown.
- Not leveling the helicopter when low to the ground.

Flaring

Once approximately 10m above the surface, begin the flare maneuver. This means using afterwards cyclic to reduce forward airspeed and to reduce the rate of descent. Keep correcting your heading using the pedals.

Be careful not to apply too much cyclic, which would cause the aircraft to climb, and not too little where the helicopter may stop too quickly or the tail rotor may strike the ground. Next, move the cyclic forward to get the helicopter in a good level attitude for landing.

Landing

You should now be at roughly 10m above the terrain, which also means you need to have the helicopter level, so as to not strike the ground with the tail. Raise the collective to cushion the landing, which in turn requires more pedal corrections.

Careers

The career is a series of scenarios which take place within an overarching plot. You can begin a new career in the main screen; later, you will also be able to replay a completed part of a career as you wish.

Note that each time you quit the career, your current position is saved and you will be able to continue from the same position. At times, you may feel things didn’t go too well and you want to try something again. For that, use the “Revert” option in the main career screen.

Press ‘Esc’ to bring up pause menu and select “Heliport”.

- Contracts - list of all available contracts divided into several groups:
  - Career - all contracts done during the career. Replayable by pressing the Replay button on the bottom right side.
  - Private sector - all available contracts for private sector. Some contracts will be unavailable unless you have a specific type of helicopter eg. transporting people, sightseeing runs etc.
  - Government - all contracts for the government eg. Law enforcement contracts.
  - Training - a set of missions to sharpen your skills.

- Helicopters - list of all helicopters bought throughout the campaign. Please note that the heliport can store only three helicopters.
  - First section - list of all available helicopters. Select “Buy” to buy or sell.
  - Second section - switches between exterior, interior and paint schemes.
  - Exterior - all possible external upgrades for the helicopter. Doors, FLIR, searchlight.

Playable Content

Singleplayer

By selecting “Singleplayer” in the Main menu, various game modes providing single player experiences are listed. Each of them is described below.

Free Flight

The Free Flight is a perfect start for everyone who wants to try every helicopter in the game or just simply fly away. It provides some background information on helicopters and enables you to view everything in detail. Most importantly, the Free Flight lets you try out all available helicopters.

- Scene - Select “Scene” to be presented with a dynamic cutscene featuring that item. In this mode, you can view a text description with background information.
- Viewer - Select “Viewer” to really inspect all those nice little details. In this mode, ‘RMB’ with mouse gestures rotates the item, ‘LMB’ with mouse gestures pans around it. Holding ‘LMB + RMB’ with vertical mouse gestures zooms in and out. Double-click the ‘LMB’ to reset to the default rotational camera.
- Try - This mode enables you to simply play with a helicopter.

Career

The career is a series of scenarios which take place within an overarching plot. You can begin a new career in the main screen; later, you will also be able to replay a completed part of a career as you wish.

Note that each time you quit the career, your current position is saved and you will be able to continue from the same position. At times, you may feel things didn’t go too well and you want to try something again. For that, use the “Revert” option in the main career screen.

Heliport

Career features a new addition to the gameplay: the heliport. Helicopters can be upgraded and inspected through the heliport, contracts can be selected and replayed. Money is earned by completing contracts.

- Scene - Select “Scene” to be presented with a dynamic cutscene featuring that item. In this mode, you can view a text description with background information.
- Viewer - Select “Viewer” to really inspect all those nice little details. In this mode, ‘RMB’ with mouse gestures rotates the item, ‘LMB’ with mouse gestures pans around it. Holding ‘LMB + RMB’ with vertical mouse gestures zooms in and out. Double-click the ‘LMB’ to reset to the default rotational camera.
- Try - This mode enables you to simply play with a helicopter.
• Personal - background information about characters in chatlog
• Controls for a while. For more information see Training 01: Inspection.
• Hydraulics trouble can be identified by using the flight outside of the helicopter. To find battery problems, try switching deduct and the problem solved. Not all issues can be found on the been identified it will be repaired, the money for repairs will be
• Features. Use the action to inspect them. Note that if a problem has
• Approach the helicopter and press 'Alt' to highlight all inspectable
• Challenges are another core part of the singleplayer experience
• They play them.
• Challenges are procedural which makes them differ slightly every time
• Complexity. It is recommended to try the simple transportation
• Opportunity to try essential flying skills for the career and online
• Take On Helicopters. Providing not only an alternative
• Race against time in a course you will design.
• This visual design tool lets you quickly move around checkpoints and
• A good first step into mission design is the in-game mission wizard.
• Weather - Both cloud cover and fog can be altered for your mission.
• Parametres - Here you can alternate a waypoints parameters. The
• Name - Enter the name of your mission.
• Map - Choose any of the maps available to you.
• Time & Date
• Name - Enter the name of your mission.
• Map - Choose any of the maps available to you.
• Time & Date - Prefer to play during a cold winter evening or a warm spring day? Pick your time and date settings too!
• If you’re feeling really hardcore try some Auto-rotation.
• Upgrades like luxury seats can be obtained here.
• In the 2D map view you can edit the position of various
• Mission Wizard
• A good first step into mission design is the in-game mission wizard.
• This visual design tool lets you quickly move around checkpoints and
• Export the results as a brand-new mission. Access the single mission wizard by pressing "Singleplayer", followed by "Challenges": Open the "My Missions..." folder and double-click < New Mission >; first, you will select Time Trial templates. This is the basic template in which you race against time in a course you will design.
• Press “OK”. The menu will now display a screen where you can fine tune the mission settings.
• When you are happy with these settings, press ‘Preview’ and select a difficulty in the next screen you quickly move around checkpoints. Pressing “Preview” again will directly place you in your newly created scenario.
• Did you know... ...advanced mission designers can create completely new templates!
• Time trials
• Time trials let you slip directly into the cockpit and take on ten exciting time trials that were prepared already. The battle against the clock begins...!
• Training
• In training you can try and learn everything you need to fly. Tutorials are listed in order from the easiest and most basic one to the most advanced. If you feel you can fly already try the Basic Maneuvers tutorial to see how it handles. If you think you can do more try sling-loading to get hold of a helicopter with more weight on her. If you’re feeling really hardcore try some Auto-rotation.
• Editor
• The basics of the mission editor are easy to grasp, allowing beginners to create "instant action" style missions in a matter of minutes. Other mission editing functions are often far more complex and cryptic. Creating a complex mission can take weeks of editing, and will require knowledge of scripting languages or a mastery of .map, .xml, and .mwo supporting text files outside of the game. Mission editor scripts create more complexities that will also need to be considered. You will find basic descriptions of how to use the Editor later in this manual (see "Mission
• Editor"), but more advanced references can be found online at http://community.bistudio.com/
• Multiplayer
• Session browser
• Your first step on the way to playing Take On multiplayer modes is the Session Browser. Pressing “Play” followed by “Multiplayer” will take you there. From here you can choose to join an existing session or host a new one yourself, on either Local Area Networks (LAN) or the Internet.
• Address
• By default, your browser is set to search for games on the Internet. If you want to change this, click “Address: Internet” once. You will now search for sessions on LAN; click this button again to switch back. When looking for LAN sessions, you may also need to change the network setting to turn off which can be done by clicking the default “Port: 2303” button once.
• Sorting
• Filters at the top of the Session list allow you to sort sessions using a different parameters. Clicking any of these, e.g., “Host”, will sort the sessions by this parameter in ascending order. Pressing it again will sort them in descending order. From left to right, the columns show:
• Whether the session is password protected or not
• Host name
• Mission currently playing
• Amount of players currently in the session / maximum amount of players for this session
• Quality of your connection to this host
Filtering

Sometimes you may be overwhelmed by the number of sessions available and it may be hard to pick a good one. This is where “Filter” settings facilitate your search. In this menu a number of properties are available to filter:

• **Host** - Description of the host.
• **Max. ping** - Maximum ping (ms) to hosts.
• **Min. players** - Minimum amount of players already in this session.
• **Max. players** - Maximum amount of players in the session.
• **Full servers** - Toggle to show or hide sessions that are full.
• **Mission** - Description of the mission name.
• **Passworded servers** - Toggle to show or hide password protected servers.

Refreshing

The “Refresh” button empties your session list and gathers new information about available sessions.

Passwords

To the lower-left of the browser the game displays the password you are using (by default no password is entered). If you do enter a password here and then start a new hosting session, the session will be protected by this password. A player wishing to join a protected session needs to enter the correct password before joining.

Joining a Game

There are two ways of joining an existing session: pick a session listed in the browser or manually enter a host’s address. To join a session from the browser, double-click the ‘LMB’ on a session, or click ‘Join’ with a session already selected. If you would like to join a specific host, press ‘Remote’ and enter the host’s address plus port number. If the host has password protected the session, you need to enter this password in the main Session Browser before you join.

Choosing a Role

After you have joined, you will enter the Multiplayer Setup Lobby. This screen shows mission details, the available roles for all sides, and a player pool. Upon joining, the game automatically assigns an available role to you. To choose a different role, do so by dragging your name from the player pool to another available role with the LMB. Alternatively, you can click the role you want to switch to with the LMB. Note, sometimes the session host will determine your role. If this has been done, you can no longer change your role yourself; to switch roles, your best bet is to politely ask the host. When you are ready to start, click “OK”, which will notify the other players.

Did you know...

...you can disable the AI taking over from a player who disconnects by clicking the AI icon next to this player’s role?

Hosting a Game

To host a new session, click “New” or double-click ‘Host Session’ from the Session Browser. You will now be asked to select an existing mission on any of the maps or to create a new one with the editor or wizard. Having done this, you will find yourself in the Multiplayer Setup Lobby, where you can assign player roles and change host settings.

• **Players highlighted red in the Player Pool have not yet been assigned a role.**
• **Players highlighted yellow have picked a role, but have not confirmed that they are ready.**
• **Players who are ready to start are shown in green.**
• If clicking “OK” launches the session.

Kicking a Player

A situation may arise where you need to kick a certain player. You can do this by selecting the player in the Player Pool and clicking “Kick Off”.

Mission Settings

Some missions allow the host to alter the mission settings; e.g., the number of kills required to win the scenario, or the maximum duration of the mission. Mission designers are free to create new mission settings, which are displayed under Player Roles.

Host settings

• **Disable/Enable all AI players** - toggling this setting will empty all roles on all sides that are currently filled by AI players, or it will fill all empty roles with AI players.
• **Lock/Unlock server** - by locking the session, you can prevent any more players from joining the game.

Did you know...

...you can disable the AI taking over from a player who disconnects by clicking the AI icon next to this player’s role?

Dedicated Server Settings

You are allowed to run a dedicated server from the Multiplayer Setup Lobby. To access dedicated server functions, click on Dedicated Server button.

Multiplayer Communication

A multiplayer game is much more enjoyable when you can communicate with the other players. Take On: Helicopters offers various tools to achieve this without needing to use external applications:

Channels

To ensure you don’t get overwhelmed by radio chatter, the game uses several different communication channels.

• **Global Channel** – Communication to all players.
• **Side Channel** – Communication to all players on your side.
• **Command Channel** – Communication to all players on your side who currently command a group.
• **Group Channel** – Communication to all members of your command group.
• **Vehicle Channel** – Communication to all players in the same vehicle as you.

Direct Communication – Communication to all players within earshot.

To switch to another channel press either ‘.’ (period) or ‘,’ (comma).

Text Chat

One method of communicating is sending and receiving text messages.
forces, plot routes, assign artillery targets and convey any other useful information required.

- While placing a map marker, you can enter text to go with your marker.
- The ‘Up Arrow’ and ‘Down Arrow’ keys will select another type of marker.
- To change the marker’s color, press and hold the ‘Shift’ key while pressing the ‘Left Arrow’ or ‘Right Arrow’ keys.
- Pressing ‘Enter’ finalizes the marker and places it on the map.
- A marker can be deleted by hovering your mouse cursor over it and pressing ‘Delete’.

Expansions

Take On Helicopters allows you to install various user created addons and modifications. It is recommended to store your documents/Take On Helicopters folder; however, you can also install such content directly to your main game directory.

- The memory taken from your graphics card.
- Video memory
- Aspect ratio
- Interface size
- Interface resolution
- 3D Resolution
- Shadow visibility
- Traffic visibility
- CPU performance.
- 3D Resolution - Select the optimal screen resolution for your system. Generally, a higher resolution provides a sharper image; however, it can negatively affect your frame rate.
- Interface resolution - Select the optimal game resolution according to your screen.
- Interface size - select interface size from very small to very large.
- Aspect ratio - Toggle between normal CRT monitor (4:3), widescreen CRT (16:9), LCD (5:4), widescreen LCD (16:10), or any other aspect ratio (it requires a restart of the application).

Advanced Video Options

- Brightness - The slider to adjust the overall brightness.
- Gamma - Controls the overall brightness of the image you see.
- Visibility - The visibility distance in meters. This option is mostly dependent upon your CPU performance.
- Object view distance - visibility for objects in meters. We recommend 2/3 of visibility value for the best performance.
- Shadow visibility - adjusts the visibility of the shadows in meters.
- Traffic visibility - the distance at which you can see ambient road traffic.
- Video memory - the memory taken from your graphics card. The higher the selection the slower the game might be. We recommend 2/3 of visibility value for the best performance.

Texture Detail - The overall quality of textures in the game. A lower setting may cause blurrier textures.
- Objects Detail - Sets the overall quality of object models. A lower setting renders lower details of model for better performance.
- Vsync - Vertical synchronization. When enabled it lowers the performance. Vsync locks the frames at the vertical (up and down) refresh rate of you monitor when enabled. Experiment with this option to gain performance.
- HDR quality - sets the quality of HDR effect.
- Pip detail - Enables or disables the Picture in picture. We recommend to set it on unless you have performance issues when enabled.
- Antialiasing - This technique attempts to minimize aliasing (jagged edges) caused by showing high-resolution content at lower resolutions.
- Terrain Detail - The higher the terrain detail, the finer the mesh that makes up the ground will be rendered.
- Shadow Detail - Detailed shadows can make a scene come alive, yet also demand a lot from your hardware. If you experience performance issues, try lowering this option.
- Anisotropic Filtering - A method of enhancing the quality of textures on surfaces that are in the distance.
- Postprocess effects - Affects some special effects like depth-of-field or blur.
- Cloud detail - This will customize the detail of clouds used in the game. If you experience performance issues on high try lowering the option.
- Default - Restores all custom settings to default.
Controls

- Effects - The volume of general sound effects (e.g. weapon reports, explosions and engine noises).
- Radio - The volume of radio chatter.
- Music - The volume of the in-game music.
- VON - The volume of sounds transmitted by the game's own voice-over network.
- Samples - Maximum amount of simultaneously-played sound samples.
- Mouse Settings - Enables a detailed configuration of all controls. In the main Controls option dialog, a list of all available actions is displayed. Filter the types of actions displayed with a drop-down box. To manage the control configuration of an action, select it from the list and click with the 'LMB'. A configuration dialog will be displayed.

Configure Action

In this dialog you can configure the selected action, and assign numerous input methods to each action. Most actions are assigned by simply pressing/clicking/moving the desired input. Some exceptions (like the mouse) are listed to the right side of the dialog, drag and drop them to the action field to bind it.

A few tips:
- If a keyboard/mouse input has more than one function assigned to it, it will be marked red. To reveal which other input has been assigned to it, double click it with the 'LMB' in the controls dialog. Provided the 'LMB' is not an actual conflict, it is possible to keep it as-is; sometimes it's beneficial to assign two functions to the same key/mouse input.
- Various key combinations are supported: hold a 'switch key' (i.e., 'Shift' or 'Alt') and tap the additional action key.
- Double-tapping input keys is supported: rapidly double-tap a key in the configuration dialog to assign a double-tapped key.
- You can not use the 'Delete' key to remove controls from an action, as this key is also a supported input option; you always need to use the mouse and the 'Delete' button.
- You can configure the orientation of the vertical axis of the mouse, and the vertical/horizontal mouse sensitivity.

Controllers/Joysticks

Compatible joysticks and other controllers can be used with Take On Helicopters for optimum control and enjoyment. You can configure multiple joysticks and controllers at the same time. There are two main types of devices supported: configurable controllers (most general purpose sticks and joypads) and controllers with schemes (essentially, Xbox controllers for Windows).

To manage your controllers, go to “Options” -> “Controls”, and click the “Controllers” button. A list of all supported controllers is displayed, split into two categories: "Customizable Controllers" and "Controllers with Schemes". Note, your controller may be shown in both, but you can freely enable it for the preferred usage type.

Essentially, "Customizable Controllers" are those which can be freely mapped to any action using the "Configure" action dialog. Adjust the sensitivity for each analog input by pressing the "Customize" button. In the customize window you can adjust your axis sensitivity as well as maximal dead zone. You can adjust sensitivity following the curves shown. The lower sensitivity will result in joystick reacting with some delay and vice versa. Show button will reveal the impact to the values.

Some controllers can be used in different modes based on schemes. This is the case not only with Xbox controllers for Windows. With this mode enabled, the scheme will define all aspects of the controller configuration and there's no option to configure it. To access the Scheme configuration, click "Customize" when you have selected any enabled controller with a scheme.

TrackIR

Take On Helicopters fully supports Naturalpoint's TrackIR system, which tracks the movement of your head using infrared technology. For more information on TrackIR, please visit Naturalpoint's website at http://www.naturalpoint.com

Aiming Dead Zone - Your weapon/look cursor floats in a certain zone in the middle of the screen. Change the size of this zone, or completely disable this behavior by scrolling the slider all the way to the left.
- Head bob - The head of your character moves realistically as he travels on foot. Tune the strength of this effect, or completely disable this behavior by scrolling the slider all the way to the left.
- Blood - To configure the level of blood displayed in the game.
- Freelook Interaction - There are 3 options you can use in the game.
- Disabled - freelook is not on by default, must be toggled using * or double tap Left Alt
- Default off - freelook on by default, but LMB fires weapons and does not do actions. You can still see the possible actions by hovering over them or pressing left Alt. Use the action as described in actions.

Game Options

Various game options can be changed:
- Language - To select the language of in-game text (requires restart of the game), available only if your game version is sold in multiple languages.
- Units - Sets the units system for the game. Use metric or imperial.
- Subtitles - To enable or disable subtitles for in-game dialogs.
- Radio Subtitles - To enable or disable subtitles for in-game radio communication.

Audio Options

- Effects - The volume of general sound effects (e.g. weapon reports, explosions and engine noises).
- Radio - The volume of radio chatter.
- Music - The volume of the in-game music.
- VON - The volume of sounds transmitted by the game's own voice-over network.
- Samples - Maximum amount of simultaneously-played sound samples.

A few tips:

• You can not use the 'Delete' key to remove inputs from an action, as this key is also supported input option; you always need to use the mouse and the 'Delete' button.
• Various key combinations are supported: hold a 'switch key' (i.e., 'Shift' or 'Alt') and tap the additional action key.
• Double-tapping input keys is supported: rapidly double-tap a key in the configuration dialog to assign a double-tapped key.
• You can not use the 'Delete' key to remove inputs from an action, as this key is also supported input option; you always need to use the mouse and the 'Delete' button.
• You can configure the orientation of the vertical axis of the mouse, and the vertical/horizontal mouse sensitivity.

A few tips:

• If a keyboard/mouse input has more than one function assigned to it, it will be marked red. To reveal which other input has been assigned to it, double click it with the 'LMB' in the controls dialog. Provided the 'LMB' is not an actual conflict, it is possible to keep it as-is; sometimes it's beneficial to assign two functions to the same key/mouse input.
• Various key combinations are supported: hold a 'switch key' (i.e., 'Shift' or 'Alt') and tap the additional action key.
• Double-tapping input keys is supported: rapidly double-tap a key in the configuration dialog to assign a double-tapped key.
• You can not use the 'Delete' key to remove controls from an action, as this key is also supported input option; you always need to use the mouse and the 'Delete' button.
• You can configure the orientation of the vertical axis of the mouse, and the vertical/horizontal mouse sensitivity.

A few tips:

• If a keyboard/mouse input has more than one function assigned to it, it will be marked red. To reveal which other input has been assigned to it, double click it with the 'LMB' in the controls dialog. Provided the 'LMB' is not an actual conflict, it is possible to keep it as-is; sometimes it's beneficial to assign two functions to the same key/mouse input.
• Various key combinations are supported: hold a 'switch key' (i.e., 'Shift' or 'Alt') and tap the additional action key.
• Double-tapping input keys is supported: rapidly double-tap a key in the configuration dialog to assign a double-tapped key.
• You can not use the 'Delete' key to remove controls from an action, as this key is also supported input option; you always need to use the mouse and the 'Delete' button.
• You can configure the orientation of the vertical axis of the mouse, and the vertical/horizontal mouse sensitivity.

A few tips:

• If a keyboard/mouse input has more than one function assigned to it, it will be marked red. To reveal which other input has been assigned to it, double click it with the 'LMB' in the controls dialog. Provided the 'LMB' is not an actual conflict, it is possible to keep it as-is; sometimes it's beneficial to assign two functions to the same key/mouse input.
• Various key combinations are supported: hold a 'switch key' (i.e., 'Shift' or 'Alt') and tap the additional action key.
• Double-tapping input keys is supported: rapidly double-tap a key in the configuration dialog to assign a double-tapped key.
• You can not use the 'Delete' key to remove controls from an action, as this key is also supported input option; you always need to use the mouse and the 'Delete' button.
• You can configure the orientation of the vertical axis of the mouse, and the vertical/horizontal mouse sensitivity.
Default on - freelook on by default and LMB interacts with actions. You can see a small cross on the screen this indicates that the LMB will use the action.

Difficulty
Three difficulty modes are available within Take On Helicopters; namely, Beginner, Trainee and Expert. The difficulty menu, activated by pressing “Difficulty” in the game’s Options dialog, allows you to fine-tune most of their settings. Note, in a multiplayer game, the difficulty settings of the host applies to all players in that session. In the list of settings there are two columns: the setting description and the configured difficult level. If a setting is red, you cannot change it in the particular difficulty. All the other settings can be enabled or disabled to match your personal preferences. Most importantly you can fine tune the difficulty of flying. Important flying helpers are:

- Stress damage - damage inflicted to the helicopter
- Allow full HUD info - select the option enabled to see the analogue gauges with all warnings
- Auto trim - automatic trimming for easier straight flight
- Allow rough landing - allows harder landing without inflicting damage to the helicopter
- Wind influences dynamics - switches the impact of wind to flight dynamics

Did you know...
Did you know... that the difficulty you run your game last with is automatically transferred to the editor and will be used in all editor previews?

Beginner
This mode is designed for players that are completely new to either our game, to flying helicopters, or both!
Flight Dynamics: Many simulation helpers are at your disposal; several are active by default to help you getting - great for keeping you in the air!
Gameplay: Waypoints and tasks are visible in the 3D world, and you can activate various other visual aids - great for getting the job done!
Note: You can still configure various difficulty/flight dynamics settings from their default values, so you can get started with as much or as little support as you prefer!

Trainee
This mode is designed for players that are either new to our game or to the higher-fidelity flight dynamics, but who are familiar with the general principles.
Flight Dynamics: Some flight dynamics helpers are disabled, although others are still at your disposal - great for getting a challenge from the flight model!
Gameplay: Some gameplay helpers are disabled by default, and working out what to do will be less obvious - great for getting a challenge from the game!
Note: You can still configure various difficulty/flight dynamics settings from their default values, although some will be locked!

Expert
This mode is designed for players that are experienced both with our game and complex flight models!
Flight Dynamics: Many simulation helpers are disabled and locked; you’ll have to work to keep the bird in the air - great for getting the full experience of our new flight models!
Gameplay: Many guides are disabled by default; you’ll have to study your tasks carefully and keep an eye on your instrument panel - Great for getting totally engaged with the tasks at hand!
Note: you can still configure various difficulty/flight dynamics settings from their default values, although many will be locked. You should play in this mode once you’re comfortable with completing tasks and keeping the helicopter in the air

Mission Editor
When you enter the Editor, you will first be asked to select a map to set your mission on. Simply choose the desired map and click “Ok”. This will open the Editor interface.

Basic Controls
The mission editor offers several modes, all accessed through the associated function keys or the toolbox in the menu on the right side of the screen:
- ‘F1’ Units
- ‘F2’ Groups
- ‘F3’ Triggers
- ‘F4’ Waypoints
- ‘F5’ Synchronization
- ‘F6’ Markers
- ‘F7’ Modules

Basic navigation and controls apply in all the editing modes:
- To pan around the map, click and hold the ‘RMB’ anywhere on the map and move the mouse.
- To change the level of zoom, use the ‘Mouse Wheel’ and ‘Numpad +/-’ keys.
- To create a new entity, double-click ‘LMB’ on an empty space using the required editing mode.
- To select an entity, ‘LMB’ click on it. Selected entities are opaque; non selected entities are translucent.
- To select multiple entities simultaneously, click and hold the ‘LMB’ in empty space to begin a drag box and drag the box’s borders across the entities.
Placing Units and Groups

Units are the primary elements of most missions; insert them by double-clicking the LMB somewhere on the map. In the pop-up window that appears, a number of properties for this unit can be edited, such as its side, type, health status and azimuth. You can also set which unit will be controlled by the Player and which by AI. If you need to place a number of units, which typically belong together, at the same time, press F2 and insert a group in much the same way as you used for units. Note, after you place a group, that you in fact need to place a number of units and select the appropriate entities with the LMB, or with a drag box.

You can manually create a collection of individual units joined together with blue links. You can manually create and remove such links in Group mode by clicking on a unit, holding the Line and dragging the line showing where the unit belongs to.

Did you know...

...Copy and pasted named entities automatically have a number appended to their names to avoid conflicts?

Waypoints

The different types of waypoints are:

- **Move** - Move to this location.
- **Seek and Destroy** - Move to the target location and destroy whatever the waypoint is placed on.
- **Get in** - Try to board the vehicle this waypoint is attached to or, if synchronized with a vehicle's waypoint, the vehicle will stop and wait to be boarded.
- **Get out** - Wait for passengers of the vehicle who are not synchronized with a vehicle's waypoint, the vehicle will stop and wait to be boarded.
- **Join** - Unit or group will stay at this position. Only a 'switch' trigger or scripting can move the group from this point.
- **Join and Lead** - As above, but now become the resulting group's leader.
- **Support** - Board in the vehicle nearest to this waypoint.
- **Seek and Guide** - Unit or group will search for enemies.
- **Land** - Land on given location. When placed on a building, the waypoint will position itself on the roof.
- **Winch Load** - Reach the destination in a given time limit.
- **Load** - Wait for others to board as cargo.
- **Unload** - Wait for everyone in the vehicle to get out.
- **Transport Unload** - Wait for passengers of the vehicle who are not in the same group to get out (usually Get in waypoint of another group synchronized with this group).
- **Group Switch** - Unit or group will stay at this position. Only a 'switch' trigger or scripting can move the group from this point.
- **Sentry** - Hold position until an enemy is detected.
- **Get in nearest** - Board in the vehicle nearest to this waypoint.
- **Get in closest** - Board in the vehicle closest to this waypoint.
- **Detach Slingload** - Unload external cargo from rope.
- **Attach Slingload** - Load persons through winched rope. Requires at least one crew member who will be winched down.
- **Countdown** - Reach the destination in a given time limit.
- **Checkpoint** - Fly through position.
- **Circle** - Circle around location and provide a good view for passengers.
- **Fly Steady** - Maintain steady flight.
- **Formation** - Fly in formation with target helicopter.
- **Transport Load** - Load ground personnel.
- **Winch Load** - Load persons through winched rope. Requires at least one crew member who will be winched down.
- **Attach Slingload** - Load persons through winched rope.
- **Drop Slingload** - Release currently transported cargo.
- **Fast-Rope** - Let units in helicopter's cargo space rappel to the ground.
Waypoint Synchronization
Synchronization mode is used to make different groups carry out their waypoint orders at the same time, and optionally under specific circumstances. Synchronization can seem like a hard concept to understand at first, but it's very powerful and easy-to-use for example. Synchronization can be used to organize friendly forces to wait until everyone is in position before launching a mass attack, or wait in ambush until an enemy convoy is in the perfect location before opening fire. You can synchronize the waypoints of two or more groups with pressing and dragging a link between their waypoints. Neither group will proceed to the next waypoint until they both finished the synchronized waypoints. Synchronizing links can be made between any of a group's waypoints, and any number of other group's waypoints, and any number of triggers. A synchronized waypoint will not complete until all waypoints it is connected to are synchronized. This is achieved by selecting one of the options in the drop-down-box. The map will be loaded after pressing OK. You can click on the Intel button on the top-left corner of the editor, and you will find four sliders, controlling your starting weather, weather forecast, starting fog and fog forecast. Finally, you can choose which side the Independent faction will ally with in this mission.

Waypoint Cycle
A Cycle Waypoint can be used to make the group move in an infinite loop - a simple method to create a patrol. If you want your group to repeat any of its previous waypoints, simply insert a new waypoint with type set to Cycle nearby the previous waypoint and this will be the waypoint executed. Note, the automatically generated first waypoint (the leader's initial position as seen in the map editor) is considered as a Move type waypoint, and can be used by the Cycle waypoint well. Only a trigger event or script can be used to "break" a group out of a cycle loop.

Simple Trigger
Triggers are used to set up a lot of the mission gameplay. Triggers can be used to detect a virtually unlimited amount of conditions in the game world and react to those. The simpler forms of triggers are explained below.

Mission Ending
Any trigger can be classified as an Ending Trigger using the Type drop-down-box. The advanced injury system, volumetric cloud or ambient life are just one double click away from being activated. Synchronizing links from a waypoint or trigger, select it, hold and drag a line into empty space. Note, this will remove all synchronizing lines from that entity.

Intel
To tweak the mission name, description, time of day and weather, you can click on the Intel button in the top-left corner of the editor, and you will find four sliders, controlling your starting weather, weather forecast, starting fog and fog forecast. Finally, you can choose which side the Independent faction will ally with in this mission.

Mission Management
Loading
Clicking “Load” from the editor shows a pop-up window where you can select any missions previously saved for the loaded map. If you want to look for a mission on a different map, you can do so with the drop-down-box. The map will be loaded after pressing OK.

Export to Multiplayer Missions
- The mission is exported as a single compressed file, which makes it easy to share with friends.
- The mission is exported as a multiplayer mission in a single compressed file. You can now select the mission when you a hosting a session.

Playing your Missions
There is no better way to see if your mission works than to try it for yourself. Do this by simply clicking “Preview”. When you are back in the editor, you can make changes and use “Continue” to resume play. Note, the changes you made will not be processed until the next time you click “Preview”.

Merging
Sometimes it is beneficial to merge two separate mission files. This can be achieved with the Merge button. If you save the merged mission under a new name, the original two missions will be unaffected.

Saving
Having worked on a new mission for a long time, you will want to save your work somewhere. Do this by clicking “Save”. Several exporting options are then displayed:

- User mission
- The mission is saved as an editable mission, which can later be re-opened in the editor. This is the default option and it is possible to move your latest version this way before using any of the other export options.
- Export to Single Missions
- The mission is exported to the Single Missions screen as a published mission. All mission content is compressed into a single file, which makes it easy to share with friends.
- Export to Multiplayer Missions
- The mission is exported as a multiplayer mission in a single compressed file. You can now select the mission when you a hosting a session.

AEROBATICS: Perform specific maneuvers.
RESTRICTED: Flight speed or altitude restrictions.
HOVER: Hover in the given area.
Troubleshooting

Game Updates

It is recommended to keep your game updated to the latest version. Game updates and patches contain various bug fixes and other improvements and may also contain additional content for the game. Visit www.takeonhelicopters.com to see if there's a new update available. Note, when you apply an official BI patch, make sure you have all the original game files intact - if you've altered any of the official game files, the patch is prone to failure.

Technical Support

Before contacting our technical support, please prepare a detailed specification of your computer and an exact description of the problem. It will help us to provide you with support in a fast, efficient way.

Information Required:


In order to get this information, please go to Run in your Windows Start menu and type 'dxdiag' in the command line then press the enter key. The DirectX diagnostic program will start. This will show you all the relevant driver files installed on your system. In order to receive a text file of this information, please click the button Save All Information. You can then save a text file with all the information we require on your hard drive. You will then be able to send this information to us via e-mail.

Contact us via e-mail at: support@bistudio.com

Useful Links

- The Community Wiki and Official Forums are an excellent source of information and troubleshooting guidance for all aspects of the game, they also contain a large amount of information and guidance for anyone wishing to explore enhanced mission creation or addon/mod creation.

http://takeonthegame.com
http://community.bistudio.com
http://forums.bistudio.com
http://www.youtube.com/takeonthegame
http://twitter.com/takeonthegame
http://www.facebook.com/takeonthegame
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End-User License Agreement

IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY: YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT BEFORE INSTALLING THIS SOFTWARE PROGRAM.

This computer software program, any printed materials, any on-line software, electronic documentation, any and all copies and derivative works of such software program and materials, which are provided "AS-IS", are the copyrighted work of the Licensor. All use of the Program is governed by the copyright law and by the terms of the End User License Agreement, which is provided below ("License"). By using the Program you agree to be legally bound by the terms of this license agreement. Use, reproduction or redistribution of the Program not in accordance with the terms of the License is expressly prohibited. If you do not agree to the terms of this Agreement, do not install or use the Program. You may, however, return it to your place of purchase for a full refund.

End User License Agreement

1. Ownership: All title, ownership rights and intellectual property rights in and to the Program and any and all copies thereof (including but not limited to any text, computer code, source code, object code, images, objects, characters, audiovisual effects, methods of operation, any related documentation, and any and all other materials incorporated into the Program) are owned by Bohemia Interactive a.s. (the "Licensor") or its licensors. The Program is protected by the Czech and international copyright laws, international copyright treaties and conventions and any other applicable laws. All rights are reserved.

2. Limited Use of License: The Licensor hereby grants, and by installing the Program you agree to be legally bound by the terms of this license agreement, a restricted, non-exclusive license and right to install and use one (1) copy of the Program for your personal use. You may not network the Program or otherwise install it or use it on more than one computer at a time. Except as expressly authorized otherwise in the applicable documentation, the Program is licensed, not sold. Your license confers no title or ownership in the Program.

3. End User's Obligations: A. As a condition to the Grant of License herein above, you may, if not in whole or in part, copy, duplicate, reproduce, translate, reverse-engineer, modify, disassemble, decompile, derive source code, create derivative works based on the Program, remove any proprietary notices or labels from the Program or otherwise modify the Program without the prior written consent of the Licensor. You are entitled to use the Program for your own use, but you are not entitled to: (i) sell or transfer reproductions of the Program to other parties in any way, or rent, lease or transfer the Program to others; (ii) Publish and/or distribute the computer Program or any of its parts; (iii) exploit the computer Program or any component thereof, including, but not limited to, use at a cybercafé, computer gaming center, computer training center or any other location-based site where multiple users may access the Program; (iv) License Transfer. You may permanently transfer all of your rights under this License to the recipient, provided that the recipient agrees to the terms of this License and you remove the Program from your computer.

4. Termination. This License is effective until terminated by you or the Licensor. You may terminate the License at any time by destroying the Program and any New Material. The Licensor may, at its discretion, terminate this License in the event that you fail to comply with the terms and conditions contained herein. In such event, you must immediately destroy the Program and any New Material. The Licensor may, at its discretion, terminate this License in the event that you fail to comply with the terms and conditions contained herein. In such event, you must immediately destroy the Program and any New Material.

5. Limitation of Liability. The Licensor expressly disclaims any warranty for the Program or any related materials. The Program is provided "AS IS" without any express or implied warranty of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement. The entire risk arising out of use or performance of the Program remains with you. However it is warranted that the media containing the Program shall be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and services and the Program will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying documentation.
taken written materials, for a period of 90 (ninety) days from the date of your purchase of the Program.

7. Limitation of Liability. NEITHER THE LICENSOR, ITS PARENT, SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES OR LICENSORS SHALL BE LIABLE IN ANY WAY FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGE OR LOSSES.

8. Miscellaneous. The License shall be deemed to have been made and executed in the Czech Republic, and any dispute arising hereunder shall be resolved in accordance with the Czech law. You hereby acknowledge that you have read and understand the foregoing License and agree that the action of installing the Program is an acknowledgment of your agreement to be bound by the terms and conditions of the License contained herein. You also acknowledge and agree that this License is the complete and exclusive statement of the agreement between the Licensor and you.

Legal Information
Copyright © 2011 Bohemia Interactive. All rights reserved. Take On™ and Bohemia Interactive™ are trademarks of Bohemia Interactive. This product contains software technology licensed from GameSpy Industries, Inc. © 1999-2011 GameSpy Industries, Inc. GameSpy and the “Powered by GameSpy” design are trademarks of GameSpy Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.
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